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By George Anastasia

HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Gotti's Rules: The Story
of John Alite, Junior Gotti, and the Demise of the American Mafia, George Anastasia, From the New
York Times bestselling author of Blood and Honor and The Last Gangster-"one of the most
respected crime reporters in the country" (60 Minutes)-comes the sure to be headline-making inside
story of the Gotti and Gambino families, told from the unique viewpoint of notorious mob hit-man
John Alite, a close associate of Junior Gotti who later testified against him. In Gotti's Rules, George
Anastasia, a prize-winning reporter who spent over thirty years covering crime, offers a shocking
and very rare glimpse into the Gotti family, witnessed up-close from former family insider John
Alite, John Gotti Jr.'s longtime friend and protector. Until now, no one has given up the kind of
personal details about the Gottis-including the legendary "Gotti Rules" of leadership-that Anastasia
exposes here. Drawing on extensive FBI files and other documentation, his own knowledge, and
exclusive interviews with insiders and experts, including mob-enforcer-turned-government-witness
Alite, Anastasia pokes holes in the Gotti legend, demystifying this notorious family and its lucrative
and often deadly machinations. Anastasia offers never-before-heard information about the
murders, drug...
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Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Jor dy K ihn-- Pr of . Jor dy K ihn

Comprehensive manual for publication lovers. We have read through and so i am confident that i am going to going to read yet again once more down
the road. I am easily could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Guy Ruecker-- Guy Ruecker
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